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FOREWORD 

This book is about Homer. He is our Singer of Tales. Yet, in a larger 
sense, he represents all singers of tales from time immemorial and un
recorded to the present. Our book is about these other singers as well. Each 
of them, even the most mediocre, is as much a part of the tradition of oral 
epic singing as is Homer, its most talented representative. Among the 
singers of modern times there is none to equal Homer, but he who ap
proaches the master most closely in our experience of epic song is Avdo 
Mededovic of Bijelo Polje, Yugoslavia. He is our present-day Balkan Singer 
of Tales. 

We believe that the epic singers from the dawn of human consciousness 
have' heen a deeply significant group and have contributed abundantly to 
dl<' spiritual and intellectual growth of man. Although only two segments 
(If the I ndo-European peoples have been treated here in any detail, namely 
the Greeks and the Slavs (or more truly the speakers of Serbocroatian and of 
Bulgarian), it is my hope that the book is not parochial. Narrowness has 
never been excusable, whether it be ethnic, geographic, religious, social, or 
even academic, least of all in the space age. Of the epic songs of the past 
(or of the present for that matter) Homer's have always been recognized 
as supreme. When our collecting began in the nineteen-thirties the Yugoslav 
oral epic was accessible, alive, and distinguished. Russian and central 
Asiatic oral traditions might have done as well for purposes of comparative 
study, but for an American professor at that time they were not within 
easy reach. 

This book concentrates on only one aspect of the singers' art. Our im
mediate purpose is to comprehend the manner in which they compose, 
learn, and transmit their epics. It is a study in the processes of composition 
of oral narrative poetry. Hence the reader must not seek here a survey of 
oral epics, or a history of oral epic in the Balkans or elsewhere. 

This book is dedicated gratefully to my parents, who made it possible for 
me after my first academic degree to go to Yugoslavia with Milman Parry 
for fifteen months, and helped with my further education. 

My debt to Milman Parry as master and friend can never adequately be 
expressed. He introduced me to a rich world of thought and fired me with 
an urge to explore it. But, as a true teacher, he left me free in my explora
tions and conclusions. Parry's genius as a scholar lay in a bold and imagina
tive rigorousness which insisted that a comprehension of oral poetry could 

























16 THE SINGER OF TALES 

dinars a night (I, p. 238 and p. 265). Murat Zunic was much sought after in 
the district of Cazin and Bihac in the north, both places competing for his 
talent. He had sung in Banja Luka for six years during Ramazan (Parry 
1915). Demo Zogic was himself a singer and would sometimes sing for his 
own company, but he told us he was generally so busy serving coffee and 
greeting guests and talking that he had to hire someone to do the singing. 
Once when the singer had been indisposed during his engagement, Demo 
had taken over, and the guests had given him great praise for his singing, 
so he tells us (I, p. 240). 

In an account of the occasions for singing and of the audience which 
fosters it, mention at least should be made of the courtly entertainment of 
the earlier days in Yugoslavia. What we have been describing up to this 
point was in existence in Yugoslavia in the 1930's and to an extent still con
tinues. In medieval times, before the Turkish conquests, the Christian 
courts had undoubtedly fostered the minstrel's art as had the courts of other 
countries in Europe at that time. When these courts re-emerged, however, 
after the expulsion of the Turks, they were no longer interested in the bards 
but sought their entertainment from abroad or from other sources. Hence in 
the Christian courts oral narrative poetry played no role for many genera
tions. The local Moslem nobility on the other hand with its rich estates had 
fostered the art, and since this local nobility was still alive in some districts, 
such as Novi Pazar, Bijelo Polje, and Bihac in the 1930's, it was still possible 
to obtain firsthand information about the practice. It actually differed little 
from our account above except that everything was on a grander scale; the 
settings were more luxurious and the gifts to singers richer. 

The records of the Parry Collection abound in stories, some fairly full, of 
how the Moslem bards used to sing at the "courts" of the Turkish nobility. 
Here the professional or semiprofessional singer was afforded the best op
portunity for practicing his art. There seems to be little evidence, however, 
that the beys and aghas actually maintained a court minstrel. They not in
frequently called in singers for special occasions when they entertained 
guests, but they did not keep a singer in their courts. In the old days the 
ruling class of Moslems celebrated the feast of Ramazan in its courts rather 
than in the kafana. When the Turkish rule was overthrown, the celebration 
took place more commonly in the kafana than in private Moslem homes. 

Whether the performance takes place at home, in. the coffee house, in the 
courtyard, or in the halls of a noble, the essential element of the occasion of 
singing that influences the form of the poetry is the variability and instability 
of the audience. 

The instability of the audience requires a marked degree of concentration 
on the part of the singer in order that he may sing at all; it also tests to the 
utmost his dramatic ability and his narrative skill in keeping the audience as 
attentive as possible. But it is the length of a song which is most affected by 
the audience's restlessness. The singer begins to tell his tale. If he is fortunate, 
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Iif' lIlay find it possible to sing until he is tired without interruption from 

ilu' audience. After a rest he will continue, if his audience still wishes. This 

III.IY last until he finishes the song, and if his listeners are propitious and his 

1I"",d heightened by their interest, he may lengthen his tale, savoring each 

descriptive passage. It is more likely that, instead of having this ideal occa

sioll the singer will realize shortly after beginning that his audience is not 

leceptive, and hence he will shorten his song so that it may be finished 

within the limit of time for which he feels the audience may be counted on. 

(>1', if he misjudges, he may simply never finish the song. Leaving out of 

lOllsideration for the moment the question of the talent of the singer, one 

rail say that the length of the song depends upon the audience. One of the 

reasons also why different singings of the same song by the same man vary 

most in their endings is that the end of a song is sung less often by the 

singer. 

If we are fully aware that the singer is composing as he sings, the most 

striking element in the performance itself is the speed with which he 

proceeds. It is not unusual for a Yugoslav bard to sing at the rate of from 

ten to twenty ten-syllable lines a minute. Since, as we shall see, he has not 

memorized his song, we must conclude either that he is a phenomenal 

virtuoso or that he has a special technique of composition outside our own 

field of experience.s 
We must rule out the first of these alternatives because 

there are too many singers; so many geniuses simply cannot appear in a 

single generation or continue to appear inexorably from one age to another. 

The answer of course lies in the second alternative, namely, a special 

technique of composition. 
The major part of this book is concerned with the special technique of 

composition which makes rapid composing in performance possible. For 

;111 understanding of this technique it is necessary to introduce the Yugoslav 

singer and to examine the way in which he learns his art of singing. Let the 

singers speak for themselves from the phonograph records of the Parry 

( :ollection. 
"My name is Sulejman Fortic, and I am Salih agha Forta's grandson .... 

Today I am a waiter in the coffee house" (I, p. 225). 

"My name is Demail Zogic .... I am thirty-eight years old .... I keep 

a coffee house" (I, p. 235). 
"Nikola (the interrogator): What is your name? Sulejman (the singer): 

Suiejman Makic .... N: How old are you? S: Fifty years old .... N: 

What do you do at home? S: I plow and I reap. N: Do you have any sheep? 

S: I cut wood. No, by Allah, I have cattle" (I, p. 263). 

"My name is Alija Fjuljanin .... I am a farmer. ... I'm twenty-nine 

years old .... We occupy ourselves with stock and with the land" (I, p. 

2HI). 




































































































































































































































































































